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The team's proficiency, as well 
as the retention and training 

policy, added to FH's 
credibility and executive 

posture, were crucial for the 
decision.

OUROFINO AGRONEGÓCIO IMPLEMENTS SAP ECG, 
GUEPARDO E SAP SUPORTE WITH FH
The largest independent logistics company in Latin America has partnered with FH 
to upgrade its SAP system version, implement GUEPARDO and AMS suite.
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The technology that unites us, change the world.

#SuccessCase



Ourofino Agronegócio is one of the largest companies in the Brazilian market of 
veterinary products and is considered one of the most modern factories in this 

segment in Latin America. It is respected in the market for the quality of its products, 
for its innovative attributes and the way it treats its employees.

OUROFINO IMPLEMENTS SAP ECC, GUEPARDO AND SAP SUPPORT WITH FH

With its recent entry in the pesticide market and 
opening of a new factory, Ourofino, which 
invests in innovation and cutting-edge 
technologies, felt the need to seek solutions 
and suport that would meet its strategic 
demands. SAP's strategy to become one of 
the largest database providers in the world, 
and the compatibility speed of ECC versions, 
HANA and ASE database were decisive in 

As an SAP partner, FH implemented SAP ECC 
at Ourofino Agronegócio, enabling full 
management of the company. This was the first 
SAP ERP implementation case in Sybase ASE 
that is already in production in Brazil. Soon 
after, GUEPARDO tax solution was 
implemented and, finally, adopting AMS suite, 
SAP Application Support, completed the 
investment made by the company with FH.
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The project's big challenge would be 
completing implementation in just over 10 
months, while Ourofino was preparing the 
system for international validation (FDA), which 
demanded additional attention. The company 
completely replaced the previous ERP, which 
required extremely professional project 
management, efficient and aware to possible 
deviations.

choosing the Sybase ASE database. Then, 
choosing a robust tax solution integrated with 
the Netweaver platform led Ourofino to 
implement GUEPARDO, a solution developed 
by FH. The company also needed an SAP 
specialist team to ensure a high-performance 
operation from the first month, so they 
contracted AMS suite, FH's support service. 

# Commission process performed 100% in 
the ERP with Vistex solution;

# Employees' time card management and 
control were transferred to managers and 
directors;

# Position and wage management 
performed in SAP and no longer in 
spreadsheets;

# DMS Implementation for registering and 
controlling all documentation from Quality 
Control and Assurance area;

# DMR Implementation for integrated 
management of material master records;

# Mobility solution developed in the SUP 
platform for approval of purchase 
requisitions via Iphone;

# Integration and traceability of commercial 
processes with other areas, from 
production planning to accounting;

# Generation of all tax obligations in a single 
tool, fully integrated with SAP.
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